In Design and Technology at KS3 we have been completing projects based on the Design process and
practicing skills of independent research, product analysis, sketching techniques, modelling and
design development. We have also been learning about the theory side of Design and technology by
looking into materials like papers , boards and textiles and we have recently started to consider the
environmental impact of designing new products. We have been thrilled with the work that’s been
produced and have received messages from students telling us how much they are enjoying their
design work. We’ve even been learning from our students during this time, as some students have
been creating work in really ingenious ways. For example using ‘itailor’ software and Nike’s
customise your own trainers. Below are some examples of the wide range of outcomes.

At KS4 we have been studying a wide range of Design theory topics from sustainable materials,
iconic designers, energy generation and storage and technical drawing techniques. They have had to
combine all these elements to produce a creatively designed building that is environmentally
friendly. This is a snapshot of the fantastic work. It's clear to see there's a lot of time and effort
going in to work at home. Well done Year 10!

We’ve been delivering our work in a variety of ways from Quizzes through SMHW, Scaffolding sheets
to support learners, Exemplar materials, Video clips used to explain techniques and model
outcomes, Do it now tasks, and teacher explanation through recorded sound clips. We’ve also been
preparing our year 10’s by giving them regular exam questions to practise linked to the topics we’ve
been studing.

We’ve been setting flexible learning tasks for those students who can fit it in with their studies. The
Year 10 textiles student have been encouraged to watch the Great British Sewing Bee to support
their knowledge of materials and techniques. Each week they are asked to send their prediction of
the winner and their thoughts on favourite garments, techniques or suggestions to improve one of
the items.

For our future GCSE students, we will also be asking them to complete some Design work by
studying some iconic work in a virtual famous museum. Watch this space!......

We have also encouraged our students to use some of the free Computer Aided Design software
that’s available out there. The links below might help students in completing your Design and
Technology work at home.
Techsoft 2D design is a piece of software that we use in school for CAD when developing our
designs. This company have released the software for free for all students and can be downloaded
below. Why not have a play around with it and see what you can do!
https://www.techsoft.co.uk/adverts/coronavirus-covid-19
Google sketch up is also a very useful piece of CAD software. This is very easy to use and can help
you to produce really impressive 3D drawings. Again the best way to learn how to use it is to have a
go and play around.
https://www.sketchup.com/plans-and-pricing/sketchup-free
'FashionDesign' is an app you can download from your app store which gives you hundreds of
different options when designing clothes.

